A home for the Bwap. The Wabe-ser Keekta Estates on Hebrin, 993 Imperial.
This graphic is titled “The Sub Oasis of Lyra 8” © Artur Rosa
See his work at https://arthurblue.deviantart.com/art/The-Sub-Oasis-of-Lyra-8-711685042
Baron Apab Saewabaath, Senior Estate Executive
Guarding the Guests
UPP 6D79CC, Age 55, Bwap
Skills: Admin - 5, Ship Tactics - 3, Pilot - 2, Ship’s Boat - 2, Vacc Suit - 2, Liaison - 1, Interrogation - 1, Leadership - 1,
Interview - 1, Navigation - 1, Engineering - 0, Grav Vehicle - 0, Computer - 0, Sub Machinegun - 0, Handgun - 0,
Electronics - 0, Rifleman - 0, Artisan - 0, Bribery - 0
Languages: Bwap (Native), Anglic (Transform)
Tools: Like most senior managers, all of his tools are in his head, with a few data processing and communication
41
tools on a portacomp/datapad/smartlink as needed. A light naval laser pistol will be worn and an extra
water/irrigation tank for personal use will be strapped on his back (for humidification purposes) when going out
and about on the hot Hebrin streets.
Visual: A very well-dressed Bwap, with yellow and brown blotches on his blue-black skin. Instead of the typical
kaftan, Baron Apab wears a custom ultralight helmet w/visor: typically, administrivia, spreadsheets, data and
schematics are projected within the visor, and it can handle encrypted communications as well. In formal
occasions, miniatures of the Imperial medals he won during his naval service will be displayed on his left breast.
Opening theme: “Towers of the Void”, Anthony Gonzalez and Brian Reitzell,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=402zEqY5-pk

41

Come on, ‘smartphone’ is so mundane! At least let me get in a nod to the spirit of 70s/80s sci-fi…
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Military Service
Born on Marhaban, the homeworld of the Bwap and an important world in the sector, Apab early tested well for a
life in the Imperial Navy, and his privileged (but not truly aristocratic) crèche groomed him for a naval life. His
induction into naval service went smoothly, and he served for two decades on various Imperial ships and fighter
squadrons. In his second decade of service, Apab transferred to the Line department, rising to captain the
Abathwepesake, one of twenty 1000-ton TL E Fer-de-Lance Escort Destroyers tailored for Bwap use (i.e. very
humid internal environments), and organized into two 10-ship squadrons for patrol and escort duty within the
Imperial Empty Quarter. Captain Apab’s skill in ship-to-ship tactics – and his ability to pick out other, similarly
skilled officers to join the squadron – led to his promotion to Group Captain of a squadron.
For the next two decades, Group Captain Apab was transferred to the back office, to hone his administrative skills
to get the Empty Quarter naval establishment the goods, ships, and skilled crews the underpowered sector
admiralty needed to do its job. A fair bit of these years were spent shuttling between Capital and Nulinad, linking
the courts of the Emperor and the Sector Duke: it was during these years that he was raised to a Baron. His final
year of service, in 991, gave the recently elevated Baron the august honour of once again captaining the
Abathwepesake… as the personal transport of the new Bwap Sector Duke of the Empty Quarter, Duke
Dethwabtakebwebwakawa.

Civilian Service
Finally leaving the service at 53, Baron Apab was tapped to be the next executive of the Wabe-ser Keekta Estates
on dry Hebrin. These habitats are designed to serve primarily wealthy Bwap local crèches, visitors & retirees, as
well as and various non-Bwap sophonts who need a humid habitat for survival. Baron Apab has handled these new
responsibilities with aplomb, strengthening local defenses, easing tensions with the Solomani Arab locals, and –
like a true Imperial patriot – deftly raising and brushing up the Imperial profile, funding local charities and
celebrations while making sure the Imperium gets good local press.
But now, it’s time to deliver on the fine words and graciously noble attitudes the Baron has encouraged. Baron
Apab is interested in turning the land the Wabe-ser Keekta Estates rests on into an Imperial Fief, attached to his
title, and his title shifted from just a lifetime Noble, to an inheritable title he can pass on to his crèche. This would
provide quite a number of administrative, taxation, and jurisdictional benefits, including a contingent of Imperial
military assets to serve at his command.
His main obstacle to getting his own fief are the planetary Solomani Arabic Noble families (led by Hadad of House
Temiz, Duke of Hebrin Subsector) that managed to retain their titles in the aftermath of the Hebrin Rebellion.
Naturally, they dislike the idea of yet another infidel – a non-human infidel! – laying down roots on what used to
be a pure, shining centre of Arab Solomani culture. But these houses have not survived this long in a hostile
Imperial culture – an Imperium currently (as of 993 Imperial) at war with the Solomani Confederation – without
choosing their battles wisely… and capitalizing on opportunities, when they present themselves.
To summarise: they are willing to brush away their concerns, and back Baron Apab in his quest to gain a fief on
Hebrin, and make his Imperial title a permanent hereditary one. Moreover, they will provide military support and
even political cover for his estate and fief. The additional firepower would be welcomed, but it Is the political
support that’s most valuable, as it’s better to simply be off the radar of terrorist groups and irregular fighters than
try to fight off all their varied and creative attacks. In return, they want his support in nominating any three
Solomani Arabs for noble positions on any world in the subsector; a certain amount of support and advice when
dealing with “the being that currently leads the sector”, and a cut of any water supplies he brings into the Estates.
(Water doubles as currency on Hebrin.)
The Baron is no stranger to high-level intrigue at court… but it’s different when it’s his crèches’ lives, position and
property that’s on the line. Not only does he have to grasp the constellation of relationships between local
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Solomani, Mixed Vilani, Vilani, and other noble houses on Hebrin (the world and the subsector, and in the sector
court): he now has to deal with the explosive factors of virulent, intense race-grounded tribalism and dangerous,
incomprehensible alien religions and barely veiled dynastic envy, all mixed with ancient, simmering grudges. “And
42
exactly what is the worth of a Solomani promise to those Inferiors outside of the Race, anyways?”
Ah, for the days when he just had to follow procedures… when the enemy was simply an experienced and lethal
high-tech corsair hunting pack from Ikon… when his friends wore one uniform, and his foes another.
Closing theme: “Air and Light”, Sean and Dean Kiner, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-k1PKbt5fI

43

"When we understand that slide, we’ll have won the war." – General McChrystal, 2009

Baron Apab, member of a born race of bureaucrats, boasts an Administration rating of five, so at least he has a
sporting chance of understanding what is going on in the slide above. But for his situation, you need to toss out
some things (“Coalition domestic support”) stick in others (“Imperial dynastic relations, by race, religion, corporate
ties, marriage ties, and location”) and switch around other factors (“…but keep the complexity about the same.
Well, maybe you’ll have to boost it a bit. Well, a lot.”)
Well, at least there isn’t a real insurgency going on, on Hebrin. Not in 993 Imperial, anyways…
42

Actually, in the antebellum Imperium – when most thrones were Solomani thrones – such a promise was
actually pretty solid! But now? ‘Caution is advised’ at the very least…
43
Hat tip: Gary North, “When Charts Confuse”,
https://www.garynorth.com/members/login.cfm?hpage=17762.cfm
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Most Nobles will bow to practical considerations, and put away their crowns when commanding armies,
traversing the Imperium, or overseeing family business operations. But Baronet Nicolette isn’t like most Nobles…
This graphic is titled “Princess Knightley” © Wolfgang Amadeus LeBlanc.
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Princess-Knightley-713081130
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Baronetess ‘Princess’ Nicolette von Wright, Title Administrator
Lesser Arms Steward
UPP 59A7CC, Age 25, Pure Solomani (Anglo-American)
Skills: Linguistics - 2, Mechanical - 2, Liaison - 2, Admin - 1, Interview - 1, Steward - 1, Vacc Suit - 0, Grav Vehicle - 0,
Computer - 0, Psychology - 0, Handgun - 0, Leadership - 0, Carousing - 0
Languages: Anglic (Core, Native), Vilani (Old High), Vilani (Modern)
Tools: None, really, besides the usual handheld computer aide/netlink. The Baronetess is experimenting with the
use of a commdot behind her ear, though: it frees her hands, but it’s still a bit irritating and distracting. She never
carries a weapon, and generally doesn’t lug around her ceremonial toolbox – but it’s kept in her cabin, just in case.
Visual: Baronetess Nicolette dresses well below her station – well, outside her orbiting home habitat – typically in a
dull green workman’s overalls. She absolutely insists on wearing her baronetess’ tiara wherever she goes: an
ingeniously designed crown, it is capable of being folded up into a simple, flat circlet around her head for those
times she needs to don a helmet for a spacesuit or a safety helmet. As she often needs to interact with other
Nobles in her line of work, she also has an extensive range of proper gowns, robes, expensive formal dresses, and
the rest of the paraphernalia of a proper noblewoman… but that’s just work, not the woman herself.
Note: Whenever possible, Nicolette prefers to be referred to as ‘Princess Nicolette’, not ‘Baronetess Nicolette’: this
includes her servants, staff, and hirelings. True: that’s her formal title back in her home habitat. But more
importantly, young girls (now and in the Far Future) dream of being princesses: not baronesses, duchesses, queens,
or empresses. “It’s not about the power: it’s about the joys of being safe and snug in a privileged family with a
powerful father who loves and protects you. Also of real significance, it’s about enjoying the love of your subjects,
fancy dress parties in a fabulous home, and high social status among successful and respected people.”
I will note that Princess Elizabeth of the Third Imperium – an actual working princess, with serious levels of
authority – is highly respected… and greatly feared, being the head of the Imperial secret services. One day, the
curious Referee should arrange for Princess Elizabeth and Baronetess Nicolette should to have a ten-minute chat.
Hopefully, the young Baronetess won’t simply throw up in a combination of awe and terror…
Opening theme: “Four Seasons”, Antonio Vivaldi, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRxofEmo3HA

When Nicolette was growing up in space, she saw lots of pictures and videos of living worlds…
but the pics didn’t prepare her at all for the real thing.
This graphic is titled “Peace of Mind” © Andreas Rocha.
See his work at https://andreasrocha.deviantart.com/art/Peace-of-Mind-727633014
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Back home
Princess Nicolette was born in the Jindebt V Habitat, a city that has grown around an orbital starship maintenance
port. Created during the First Imperium, the Habitat has been inhabited for over 3000 years (with a few multidecade gaps here and there). Until 536, it was both the subsector capital and main Imperial starport for the world
of Piilier (Sapphyre/Dagudashaag 1833: in 993 Imperial, A784675-D) even after being replaced by a space
city/capital/starport, built new from the keel up, Jindebt V still boasts a population of 30,000, and is an
independent kingdom. Currently, it’s economy is focused on asteroid & raw ore processing, and a brand new set of
shipyards, raising new starships and spacecraft of up to 600 tons in size. The station itself is unarmed… but the
44
Kingdom of Jindebt does have a squadron of fighters and a set of low-profile missile-mines for protection.
As a Feudal Technocracy, the ruling elite on this station holds power by their knowledge of the systems needed to
keep everything running, especially life support, power, and electronics. The third child of King Royce II, Princess
Nicolette is somewhat unusual, as she trained in mechanics rather than the usual skill sets. Still, she was happy to
be on call for needed repairs as an young apprentice to another technician-aristocrat, and was overjoyed when she
was awarded with a spanking new set of royal work overalls, a ceremonial toolbox with beautiful and ornate
implements (the ratchet handle is her favorite: “A smooth action, fine grip, and shimmering sapphire highlights!”),
and a graceful, light, and well-engineered crown: “fit for all occasions, on the job and at the ball.”
Far from home
Over her objections, the Princess was sent away to the local branch of the Imperial College of Arms to continue her
education (and build family connections with other noble houses). The branch was not far – this is a subsector
capital, after all, so the Colleges’ office was in-system. This meant that she could stay in radio contact with family
and friends, and help was never far away. Still, Nicolette was quite unhappy… until she attended her first Ducal
ball. The glitter, fine conversation, august guests, and elegant entertainment were more impressive and
enchanting than she ever dreamt of. Re-energized, she did far better in her studies and training.
Eventually, she was sent to Capital to be interviewed and inspected by the Imperial Herald of Arms. The Princess
was offered a position as an Arms Steward, to investigate lesser nobility – generally baronets and barons – and to
regain the fiefs in the name of the Emperor, if the noble in question was too dishonourable, too disrespected, too
impoverished, or otherwise unable to uphold the responsibilities inherent in the position.
As Imperial titles are for life, she can’t force the holder to give the title up, assuming they haven’t actually broken a
major Imperial Law (regarding treason, etc). Instead, she was to persuade them to voluntary relinquish the title:
determining the price to be paid (usually a decent sum of money and relocation to a different part of the Imperium
where the family can start afresh) is not nearly as difficult as persuading the Noble in question to even consider
letting go of the title in the first place. “These things generally take time to work out.”
As of 001-993, the Princess, raised to an Imperial Baronetess, to help her with her work, has been at the Empty
Quarter Sector Capital at Nulinad for several weeks now. The local office of the College has arranged for several
low-level, struggling Nobles to meet with the Princess, and – assuming that she can close the deal – to travel with
her on the sumptuous College-owned yacht she commands, until she relocated them to a new home.
Complicating matters is the rumour that she has a secret Imperial Warrant, allowing her to select certain unreliable
Senior Houses for extinction, and thus allow the Emperor to raise one of his low-level favorites and allies to a more
powerful position within the Imperial Peerage. No, this isn’t true: and, for the record, the Princess is not a highlevel terminator android, not a cybernetic assassin, didn’t garrote a corporate competitor in an elevator, is not an
S-level hacker, has no secret psionic power to throttle people when viewing them onscreen, and doesn’t have an
stealth Imperial Navy cruiser and a company of battledress Imperial Marines on call.
44

More important are the defense treaties she enjoys with her neighbours and the Imperium. Note that
within the Imperial Core, even small civilian transport can afford to travel unarmed, as per the MegaTraveller
Starships supplement. “When even the little guy is protected, pirates quickly move on.”
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What she does need is a decent starmerc with a ship with good jump capacity, hopefully jump3 or jump4. Her
45
yacht, the Sapphire Stars, is a fine jump4 vessel … and is completely unarmed. It does have two hardpoints, but
she has found it amazingly difficult to find suitable turrets that can be installed on Nulinad.
“But this is the sector capital! Every class-A starport I have ever seen has spare turrets available!”
“Ma’am, we are in a major war right now, and the Imperial Navy has sucked up most of the military gear in the Six
Subsectors – especially the heavy stuff. Even the civilian-grade supplies have been completely bought up.”
“This is the SECTOR CAPITAL!”
“Yes, but it’s the sector capital of the Empty Quarter. Things are different here; and not in a good way.”
“Well… how about starmercs? I can’t just have the ship jump naked into pirate-infested space!”
“Everyone I can find – definitely all the good ones – have been contracted out for years into the future.”
“And the others?”
“I find them… less than trustworthy. I’d advise not finding out just how untrustworthy they are, when we’re ten
light-years from any help.”
The Princess glares at her manservant, who looks back calm and unperturbed.
“What do you suggest, Wyman?”
“Assuming time is of the essence, I recommend a reliable, well-maintained armed civilian ship of former Navy
leadership, preferably with an ex-Navy or Scout crew as well, of good reputation and experienced with pirates. We
are unlikely to find a ship of greater than Jump2 capacity here, but there is a possibility of finding something
46
better. Regardless, reaching our destination slowly is better than not reaching it at all.”
“Very well, then. Have a list ready for me tomorrow. I need to attend a function with the local President at 1900
local time, and I will need suitable transport to Government House…”
Closing theme: “Eyes Closed and Travelling”, Peter Broderick, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-0KRZXG8Yw

The banner of House Wright. Family historians insist that the earliest ancestors were members of NASA,
and friends of Colonel Lorette Kathryn Strider, commander of the Starleaper One
crew that discovered the Vilani settlement at Barnard’s Star on -2422 Imperial.
This graphic is titled “Flag for a futuristic United States” © sirion101.
See his work at https://sirion101.deviantart.com/art/Flag-for-a-futuristic-United-States-731600873
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To be precise, a TL 15 Desiree Keah Class 400-ton yacht, the very first civilian TL 15 civilian vessel to enter
the Imperial Empty Quarter. For specs and the deck plan, see FASA Adventure Class Ships, Volume 1,
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/64487/CTF-ACS1-FASA-Adventure-Class-Ships-Volume-1-For-Traveller
46
Imperial Noble servants have an informal, but potent, mutual assistance and information/rumour network
that secret agents would drool over if they could ever get access to it. Which they can’t, by and large…
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Imperial Dreams

The graphic on the left is titled “Gateway” and the right, “Transit”. Both © Adriano Portugal. See his work at
https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Gateway-553805203 and
https://danarogon-ap.deviantart.com/art/Transit-675747369
Thoughtful, innovative sophonts across the Imperium dream of a network of low-cost, high-capacity jumpgates
raised across Charted Space, making trade, discovery, family gatherings, pilgrimages and adventure far less costly
and dangerous. Bringing this vision to life faces a daunting range of challenges, from the need to gain mastery of
jumpspace to gathering together the enormous funds needed to actually build the gates… and figuring out how to
keep them powered up. Many Imperial sci-fi authors – mainly Solomani and Vargr, some Mixed Vilani, and a few
47
Minor Races – set their stories in such a networked, vastly expanded Imperium: jumpgates and instantaneous FTL
communication are the most common tropes they use to set their stories in the Far Future.

47

The Vilani don’t do sci-fi. “Far too innovative and imaginative! Absolutely DISGUSTING!”
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Exodus

Clazomenae, the gas giant of Hipponax in the Solomani Rim, as seen from Hipponax’s South Pole.
Hipponax’s unusual orbit is as odd as the naturally welcoming biosphere.
This graphic is titled “Ringed” © Justinas Vitkus
See his work at http://www.deviantart.com/art/Ringed-418350500
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Starting theme: “High Spirits”, Joe Hisaishi, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42wVzjowZ9g
Overview
Exodus is the skeleton of an adventure that covers the relocation of a long-lost branch of an aristocratic family
tree, from an important but distant world of the Solomani Confederation to a minor family fief within the Third
Imperium. It’s meant to work as a canvas for the Referee to show and illustrate the broad differences between the
worlds of these vast starnations, as well as the fundamental differences between the Confederation and the
Imperium. It is also something of a sci-fi/art showcase, to broaden and inspire the imagination of what the Referee
can present to his PCs.
Unlike most of the stories of Stellar Reaches, this adventure is set in the Classic Traveller era, far from the Empty
Quarter. This was necessary due to my desire to follow a journey across multiple sectors and the lack of Solomani
48
Rim War-era astronomical data.

Udermon, the vast city that surrounds the equally vast Sonho Landing, the primary starport of Hipponax.
This graphic is titled “Mr Neyhiru Arrived” © Jaroslaw Marcinek
See his work at https://www.deviantart.com/art/Mr-Neyhiru-Arrived-539944467
Before the adventure begins, the Referee and the PCs should determine the broad differences between Imperial
and Solomani societies, and between the specific cultures of the Imperial House Popa and the Popai ethnic group
of Hipponax, separated from their Imperial cousins by 184 parsecs, four centuries, a major interstellar border, and
some old grudges. (But at least the grudges are finally being reconciled...)
48

If Traveller ever really builds up this milieu, detailed data on the core warzones of the Solomani Rim War
will be critical!
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